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Prez Sez by Fred Long

Pres…….….Fred Long
501-944-4686

I hope that you have all found a way
to keep yourselves occupied during
the stay at home adventure. For me
I have been working British themed
jigsaw puzzles and framing them to
add to my garage collection.
These are my latest 2 which were
both Bits and Pieces brand.
If you have never put one together,
they feature many irregular pieces
which definitely
adds to the challenge.
With the great news on the vaccination front, the falling infection rate
in Arkansas, and the reopening of restaurants to full capacity it is time
to have in-person meetings again.
Whole Hog in Bryant has agreed to provide us with their meeting
room again and we will resume meeting there on the first Tuesday of each month starting in April.
As a reminder they close at 8 p.m. so please do everything to arrive
before 7 so we can start our meeting on time which is 7pm. I hope
that all who can attend will, I know that I am looking forward to a
continued return to normalcy in our daily lives. Obviously if you are
uncomfortable or concerned then you should consider Not
Attending.
However, it is important that we begin meeting again at our earliest
opportunity to take care of club business. It would also be nice to
see some folks who did not make the winter car runs. Be safe and
I will see you on the road.
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BMCA is pleased to welcome new member:
Tom Biltgen from Hensley, AR and he has a 1980 MGB
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Tech Talk Notes

by TR Marque Leader Ron Kew

If we were meeting in person it would be Triumph Marques turn for the Tech Talk. Spring is almost here. If
unlike many of us you did what you should and winterized your LBC, you should be ready to bring it back to
life in March or April. It can be helpful to use a checklist of which there are many to choose from. This one
came from JBugs which sells VW parts.
Step 1: Check for Rust & Rodents
If your LBC has been sitting outside in snow and rain this winter, it is important to check for rust spots
before attempting to get your car back on the road. Look under your car and use a flashlight to visually
inspect your floorpans. Pay close attention to the battery and pedal areas, which tend to be common rust
spots.It is also important to inspect your car for signs of rodents. Grab a flashlight and look for common
signs such as nesting materials, food remnants, and droppings. The most common areas to find signs of
rodents are within the engine cavity, boot (trunk), or in wheel wells.
If you see any signs of critters, it is important to check your car for damage. Rodents love to chew on
wiring so you will need to inspect your wiring harness and cables for any damage.
Step 2: Check Your Fluids
Before you even start checking your fluids, get under your car with a flashlight and scan for any signs of
leaks. Then, open the bonnet (hood) and inspect hoses for any signs of cracking or loose fittings. Check
all fluids including oil, transmission, brake, and wiper fluids, and all grease fittings such as wheel bearings
and suspension components.
Step 3: Check Your Tires
Inspect your tires for any signs of wear, cracks, oxidation, or bulges. If all looks well, check your tire
pressure and air the optimal psi for your tire.
Tip: A trick to keeping your tires from flat-spotting while sitting is to remove your standard driving tires
and replace them with spares/old tires, or perhaps even leaving the vehicle on Jack Stands. If the standard
tires were swapped when the vehicle was put into storage, now is the time to swap back to your driving tires.
Step 4: Check Your Battery
Hopefully you disconnected your battery cables when storing your car! Before reinstalling your battery,
clean and inspect your battery terminals. Check your battery voltage. If it is below 12 volts, you will need
to give it a charge.
Step 5: Check Your Gas Tank
When storing your LBC, it is vital to use a fuel stabilizer so that your fuel does not go bad. If you did not
use a fuel stabilizer, you need to inspect your gas tank. When gas goes bad it gets thick like a varnish and
the smell changes (no longer smells like gas). If you suspect your gas has gone bad in your tank, do not
start your car. It will only cause further damage. You may need to remove your gas tank for further inspection and repair.
Step 6: Prime Your Carburetor
If your LBC has been sitting a while, it is best to prime your carburetor with a little bit of gas before attempting to start. This will protect your starter. Just pour a small amount of gas down the throat of the carburetor
and replace the air cleaner. While starting the engine, press and hold your foot firmly on the gas pedal. This
will push that gasoline through your carburetor. Do not pump the gas pedal. That will cause your engine to
flood. This is also a good time to inspect your air cleaner and replace, if needed.
Step 7: Warm It Up
Once the engine is running, let it warm up before you attempt the rev the engine. Take this time to walk
around the car; look for smoke and fluid leaks. Check to make sure your headlights, tail lights, and brake
lights are working. Check that your turn signals are functioning. If everything looks good, you are ready
for a test drive!
Happy Motoring, Ron Kew

Triumph Marque by Ron Kew
Most in our club are aware that used car purchases in Arkansas are subject to sale tax. But
some purchase a car and when they go to get it licensed, they find a significant sales tax bill
must be paid.
Bill: HB1160 Amendment Number: H2 Bill Subtitle: TO INCREASE THE SALES AND USE
TAX EXEMPTION FOR A USED MOTOR VEHICLE; AND TO ELIMINATE THE SALES
AND USE TAX EXEMPTION FOR CERTAIN MOTOR VEHICLES, TRAILERS, AND
SEMITRAILERS.
There is an exemption for vehicles whose selling price is less than $4,000. It is a bit tricky
though because if the price is above $4,000, the purchaser does not get the first $4,000
exempted, they pay sales tax on the entire amount not just the amount over $4,000.
Under current law, no sales or use tax is due on the sale of a new or used motor vehicle,
trailer, or semitrailer if the selling price is less than $4,000. It seems somewhat unfair that
used vehicles are subject to any sales tax as most other items only have sales tax when they
are new. But the tax does provide a revenue stream and getting rid of the tax entirely isn’t
currently on the table. There is some potential relief though. House Bill 1160 (HB1160) is
being considered by our state legislature. It would raise the exempt amount from $4,000 to
$7,500 which would mean more of our inexpensive hobby cars could transfer without sales tax.
It also has a provision to increase the exemption amount up to $10,000 two years after the act
goes into effect.
There is also some wording in the current version of the proposed act that impacts trailers.
It’s more confusing. HB1160 removes the current exemption provision that exempts from sales
and use tax on sales of semitrailers and new trailers with a selling price of less than $4,000.
Under HB1160, new and used semitrailers and new trailers will be subject to sales and use
tax regardless of the sales price. The sales and use tax exemption for used trailers less than
$4,000 remains in effect.

March Birthdays:
2....Chris Cooper;
3.....Mary Sue Brashear;
6.....Gus Kemp
7.....Elaine Jones;
12....Michael Ross;
14....Joel Taylor;
21....Brenda Collins;
24....John Oliver;
24.....Fred Long
25....Syndi Inscore
26....Eric Weidmann
28....Gayle Nelson
28....Moe Bokaie
31...Jeanie Long

March Anniversaries:
6.....Charlie & Brenda Collins (1970)
12....Fred & Jeannie Long (1983)
13....Ken & Deborah King (1971)

AH/ Mini Marque

by Nick Dawson

ASTON v. AUSTIN
Ever since I got my first Aston Martin, in 2013, I have encountered more than a few people
who have said “I love your Austin Martin”! This article will set the record straight; there is
no connection between “Austin” and “Martin”. The name Aston Martin derives from one of
the founders of the company, Lionel Martin, and the location the original cars were raced at,
on the Aston Clinton hill-climb in Buckinghamshire, England. The other founder of the
company, Robert Bamford, (the original company, founded in 1913, was Bamford & Martin
who sold and modified Singer cars) left the company in 1920 and his name was replaced
by the Aston location. Incidentally, the Bamford name still exists in Aston Martin circles as
one of the most respected restorers of older Astons in the UK is Bamford & Rose.

The name ‘Austin” is originally associated with its founder Herbert Austin who began
building his own cars in 1905 (previously he had marketed Wolsely vehicles). In subsequent
years he built such iconic cars as the Austin Seven (Britain’s equivalent to the Model-T Ford)
and formed a partnership with rival Morris Motors in 1952. It was Austin who asked
Alec Issigonis to design a small car for them, the result being the Classic Mini!
Also in that same year Austin agreed to build Healey cars for them and the
Austin-Healey marque was born. Mergers with BMC and the British Leyland in the 60’s
and 70’s resulted in the Austin marque name being discontinued in 1987.
I hope this ends any confusion behind the names of these very different marque names!

Membership dues were due January 2021

If you renew yearly, send your payment to Dianna McCullough,
3 Park Drive, Bryant, AR 72022
If you are a 3 for 2 member, and you are not sure when your 3 years are up,
Call Dianna and she can help you with that. 501– 909-2611

Empire Marque

by Jim Peckham and Jim Clark

DVRs in the Empire Marque as any good leader knows there's a time to delegate to a higher authority .
So I prevailed upon Jim Clark to write my article on TVR since he had one for a while . It was one of my better
decisions as the following article was well written and researched will attest, he did a fine job.
TVR is derived from the first name of the company’s founder TreVoR Wilkinson. Most of us don’t get the chance
to actually see many TVRs since they are so rare. Trevor started the company in 1947 and has always produced a
true sports car in limited numbers with a separate tubular chassis and a fiberglass body. All TVRs are hand built in
Blackpool, England.
While TVR did produce some cars from 1947 to 1957, a handful here and a few there, it wasn’t until 1958 that
production numbers could really be counted. In 1958 the Grantura Mark I was introduced using a MGA 1,588cc
engine and transmission. Later models called Mark II and Mark III came along with the Vixen, Griffith and Tuscan
produced from 1963 to 1972.
TVR was a car builder but relied on engine and drive trains from other companies. As an example, not only did
TVR use the MGA engine but the larger MGB engine was installed as it became available. In the later years a
Triumph 2500cc six cylinder engine and transmission was installed on the 2500M model and a Ford 2,994cc V-6
engine was installed on the 300M. Also there was a TVR Griffin that used a Ford 289 cid V-8 engine and that car
was a real performer. It could be outfitted with the 195 BHP V-8 or the Hi Performance version putting out 271 BHP.
Autosport Magazine tested a TVR Griffin with the 271 BHP engine and recorded a zero to 60mph time of 5.2
seconds and a top speed of 163 MPH.
TVR also built the Taimar from 1977 to 1979. This car used a British built Ford V-6 engine that produced about
142 BHP. Production numbers were low with only 413 cars built in three years.
The remainder of this story will focus on the 280i Tasmin series of cars that was produced between 1980 and
1987. While not produced in large numbers, this car is probably the one that most Americans recognize as a TVR.
Total production of the Tasmin 280i during this time was 862 cars with 239 being produced in 1985 (a BIG year for
TVR).
As with all TVRs the fiberglass body sits on a tubular steel frame with four-wheel independent suspension. The
car uses a German-built Ford V-6 engine of 2800cc displacement and a 4-speed Ford transmission. It also incorporates Bosch K-Jetronic fuel injection to produce 160 BHP. The car uses a Jaguar fully independent rear suspension
with inboard disc brakes and front discs from a Ford Cortina, all power boosted. This is a real performance machine
that handles like it is on rails but is comfortable and modern in many ways. Air conditioning, electric windows and a
three position Targa-style convertible top were all standard on the 280i. Power steering was available but could not
be combined with air conditioning as there was not room for both the a/c compressor and the power steering pump
in the engine compartment. Cars destined for the U.S almost always had the air conditioner installed without power
steering. However, I have seen one 280i with both installed but it was a very tight fit.
TVR stopped producing the 280i for the U.S market in 1987. Some changes in the DOT regulations were a major
factor in this decision and TVR would never officially import a car to the U.S after 1987. However, TVR did continue
to build the car for use at home and Europe. They later installed the 3.9 litre and 4.0 litre Rover V-8 engines in the
Tasmin and these cars had a well-deserved reputation for high speed and superior handling that was never available
here in the U.S.
Following the production of several other very fast and exotic cars for several years into the 21st century, the
company was purchased by a wealthy Russian businessman who promised to infuse cash into the company and
support the development of new models. Unfortunately the promise of new models never did materialize and the
new owner shut down the company. TVR has a strong following today through a national club. Many hopeful
customers are anxiously waiting for the day when TVR might rise again from the dustbin and produce exciting
cars that look and perform like no other.

MG Marque

by Mike Salzman

The Large MG - EX150
Most people know MG for making small sports
cars, but back in the day, they also made a
few large luxury cars. The EX 150 was
originally planned as an advanced performance
saloon to rival Jaguar and Bentley with 4-wheel
Independent suspension. When MG merged
with Morris Motors in 1935, development
stopped and a much more conservative design
emerged with conventional live rear axle and
beam front suspension with the designation
S-type.
The engine used in the SA was a tuned version
of the six-cylinder Morris QPHG 2,062 cc push
rod engine that was enlarged to 2,288 cc
and later to 2,322 cc, which produced 75 bhp
at 4,300 rpm. This was the same engine
used in the Wolseley Super Six. To keep
the bonnet (hood) low, the dashpots of the twin
SU dashpots were mounted horizontally with
the air cleaner manifold above the carburetors.
The transmission was a four-speed manual
with synchromesh on third and fourth gears.
Wire wheels with Lockheed hydraulic drum
brakes all around were standard. Top speed
was 85 mph with a sustained cruising speed
of 70 mph. The SA chassis was equipped
with the Jackall system for jacking up the
car for servicing.
In 1935 when the SA was launched, the saloon
body, made in house by Morris, was the only
option. The interior featured individual seats
in front and a bench seat in the rear covered
in leather. The dash was walnut trimmed
and a Philco radio was offered as an option
for£18.9. That was an expensive option as
the car was selling for £375 when introduced.
Later a four-seat tourer by Charlesworth and
a drophead coupe by Tickford were produced.
The SA production stopped in 1939 because
of WWII and was not resumed in 1945.
In total 2739 SA MG’s were produced.
When they come up for auction today, a fully
restored SA fetches prices north of $250,000.

2021 Calendar of BMCA and Regional Events
Mar 21.…….AH/Mini Event (details below)

April 6………..Monthly Meeting, Whole Hog Café (5309 Highway 5 North Bryant, Arkansas 72022)
April………….Empire Event
May 4…...…...Monthly Meeting, Whole Hog Café (5309 Highway 5 North Bryant, Arkansas 72022)
Little Rock Cars and Coffee, 3rd Saturday of every month, 8 am to 11 am
Hot Springs Cars and Coffee, 4th Saturday of every month 8 am to 11 am

SUNDAY, MARCH 21st, 2021
AUSTIN_HEALEY/MINI MARQUE EVENT

FIVE CARD POKER RUN
PRIZES FOR THE TOP THREE HANDS!

Meet at 9:30 a.m. at the C1 parking lot of the Outlets of Little Rock shopping mall
at the intersection of I-430/I-30. We will start the Poker Run at 10:00a.m.
This will be a 40 mile drive, with four stops to collect playing cards,
beginning and ending at the Outlets of Little Rock C1 parking lot
HOMEMADE COOKIES AND SOFT DRINKS WILL BE PROVIDED AT THE FINISH!

Empire Marque Event for April 11th, will be a trip to Garvan Gardens
Time and meeting place and route yet to be determined.
www.garvangardens.org.
The Chipmunk Cafe is open from 11 till 3 p.m. note it is not fast food but deliciously cooked and
made to order. (Chipmunk Cafe menu is on the website ww.w.garvangardens.org.) also it is
allowed to bring a sack lunch into the gardens, however no coolers are allowed.
Golf Cart Rental is $15 a person no reservations for carts, names are listed and then called when
carts become available.
Covid-19 restrictions: adults and childrens age 10 and over are required to wear masks when
inside any building including restrooms, the chapel and the gift shop. Mask can be removed in the
garden if social distancing can be maintained.
Admission is $15 per person, if we have 20 or more it will be $10.
Let's have fun, come with us to the gardens. Jim and Dena

BMCA
Newsletter Editor
723 Kirby Rd.
Little Rock, AR. 72211

